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The problem in this research is how cangget learning process using cooperative learning model of type (Inside Outside Circle) IOC in SMAN I Melinting East Lampung. This study aimed to describe the cangget dance lessons using IOC models of teaching and learning activities in SMAN I Melinting.

This research uses descriptive qualitative. The technique used to collect the data are observational participate (participation), interviews, documentation, and testing practices. Source of data in this study were students of class XI Science in SMAN I Melinting totaling 24 students.

Cooperative Learning Model type IOC cangget applied to learning from the initial meeting to the ninth meeting. Cangget learning process by using a model of the IOC can be done with five stages. The first stage is to present information, the second stage of organizing students into study groups, the third stage of group work and study guide, guiding the fourth stage results of the discussion, and the fifth stage of evaluation.

Cangget learning outcomes using IOC model in class XI Science at SMAN I Melinting shows that students are able to demonstrate dance well. Students well enough to receive and capture lessons given by teachers through the IOC model.
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